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Harefield Infant School is in the centre of 
Harefield Village in The London Borough of 
Hillingdon.   There is an established settled 
Traveller community here.  

I arrived in January 2010 and was under no 
illusion as to the task ahead.   Six weeks later 
Ofsted confirmed this by judging the school to 
be satisfactory.    Actions were needed to move 
the school forward.  

In April 2010 we introduced a breakfast club 
and hot school meals which have improved 
attendance and supported parents on a low 
income to return to work.  The general 
appearance of the school was improved; 
windows cleaned, hall floor polished, book 
cases bought to store reading books. We 
implemented a schedule for cleaning and 
painting and the school feels like a vibrant 
place to be.

We restructured and created a wider leadership 
team which included an Assistant Head teacher 
each for Foundation Stage and KS1.  Also 
middle leaders in charge of each year group 
who completed Leading from the Middle 
with the National College.  We appointed 
an experienced SENco to work on tackling 
significant special needs which were leading 
to poor behaviour.

Following an audit of teaching and learning 
we prioritised reading, writing and maths at 
level 2B+.  Staff also acknowledged boys were 
significantly underachieving at level 2A/3.  
Targeted CPD enabled development of skills 

needed to improve the quality of children’s 
learning.   We trained Learning Assistants to 
deliver targeted interventions and worked with 
colleagues from Newham where the Numbers 
Count project had been very successful.

We bought the Creative Learning Journey; 
a progressive skills-based curriculum to 
meet the needs of our learners.  An online 
assessment tool is used by the whole school and 
assessment dates are still firmly in place with 
close monitoring and tracking of individual 
children’s progress remains at the heart of all 
we do.  Governors were very supportive and 
offered the right amount of challenge and 
support to enable the school to move forward.  

Last year we established a Forest School 
with two very enthusiastic members of staff 
who have created an exciting and challenging 
learning environment.  

In tandem with the improvements to curriculum 
and learning our Learning Mentor started 
parenting groups along the Marlborough 
model.  We also run art and drama therapy and 
have supported a number of children over the 
last five years in dealing with significant events 
in their family lives which had negatively 
impacted on their learning.    

Last year we achieved the NACE award in 
recognition of our work with More Able 
Gifted and Talented children. Working 
towards the award contributed to our overall 
school improvement plan. We also have the 
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Green Flag of England and are proud of our 
children’s contributions to the village they live 
in and their understanding of how to protect 
their planet.  We were the first Infant School 
in Hillingdon to gain the Basic Skills award in 
the Foundation Stage and have just renewed 
the award for KS1.   We are currently working 
towards the Inclusion Award and Investors in 
People.  

We have created a Foundation Stage Unit and 
are embarking on a Making Learning Visible 
project with the local authority and London 
University.  This project accelerates progress 
for children building on their interests and 
developing their thinking skills.  We have 
an ‘On Line’ synthetic phonics scheme and a 
reading scheme that can be accessed at home.  
In the first term of the schemes’ introduction 
one of our traveller children had read 52 
books.  His mum was very proud of him.  

When I became head one of my ambitions 
was to have staff banging on my door to run 

initiatives and this has happened.  We have 
improved PE through additional funding, and 
staff have new equipment and experts who 
come in and work alongside them and the 
children.  

We teach Philosophy, French and meditation 
from nursery believing that exposure to these 
disciplines enhances higher level thinking 
skills. We became a coaching school last 
year and use this approach with each other to 
improve what we are doing.    We work very 
closely with our Children’s Centre and have a 
traveller outreach worker who runs a family 
group in school.  For the last three years our 
travellers have won the NATT competition 
and we were proud to hold a celebration event 
in school with Richard O’Neill, the national 
literacy champion. 

Ours results last year show an upward trend.

We are continuing to strive to give our children 
a rich and inspiring learning time at school and 
if we achieve outstanding along the way we 
would be delighted! In December 2012 Ofsted 
inspected the school and we were judged to be 
Good.

Bernadette Lloyd 

Subject School 
APs 

National       
Average APs

All core 
subjects 16.5 15.9 

Reading 17.1 16.5
Writing 15.2 15.1
Maths 17.1 16.2


